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NCBBA Signs Three-Year Agreement with Rawlings Sporting Goods 
 

Pittsburgh, PA - CollClubSports & The National Club Basketball Association are excited to announce a three-

year agreement with Rawlings Sporting Goods.  Rawlings will provide both the NCBBA Men’s & Women’s 

leagues with one of the premier basketballs on the market adorned with the NCBBA Shield Logo.  This new 

partnership will continue to provide teams with three complimentary game balls each season with their NCBBA 

membership. The NCBBA is proud to have the Rawlings Contour basketball serve as The Official Basketball of 

The National Club Basketball Association.  

 “I’m thrilled to partner with Rawlings Sporting Goods as the Official Basketball 

of the NCBBA.  While Rawlings may not be a household name in the basketball 

arena, the quality of their basketball is as good as it gets.  Over the years, we 

have developed a tremendous relationship with the Rawlings brand and I know 

their commitment to our leagues is unmatched.  They value the NCBBA, its 

member teams and are proud to collaborate with us and offer their state-of-the-

art basketball.  I know our teams will become huge fans of this basketball.”           

- Christian Smith | NCBBA Vice President of Operations  

“We are extremely excited to extend our partnership with Rawlings into our NCBBA Leagues. They have 

provided nothing but fantastic service to our NCBA (Club Baseball), NCSA (Club Softball) & NCFA (Club 

Football) Leagues throughout the last 20 years. We look forward to sharing their continued excellence with all 

of our NCBBA member teams!”    - Eric Curitore | CollClubSports Vice President of Marketing 

Rawlings combines Composite Laid-in Channels and Cushion Core Technology to enhance the feel of the ball 

and increase its grip ability.  Add a Microfiber Leather Cover and you have a basketball that truly delivers 

maximum grip and allows the highest amount of player control. 

 “At Rawlings, we are dedicated to enhancing the performance of 

athletes and the overall experience of the game. Our partnership 

with the NCBBA signifies a momentous step forward in achieving 

these goals. We are proud to align ourselves with an organization 

that shares our passion for the sport and our dedication to 

supporting collegiate athletes."            
 - Adam Henke | Rawlings Sporting Goods Sales Representative 

 
 

Teams that are interested in ordering more Rawlings basketballs at anytime during the season are encouraged to 

do so. For more information on the Official Basketball of the National Club Basketball Association or to place 

an order, contact Rawlings Sponsor Account Manager Mike Galletti at Mike.Galletti@CollClubSports.com or 

by phone at (412) 321-8440 ext. 111. 
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